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WOMEN OF THE WORLD UNITE!!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6I3SDu0hX4

“Women of the world
Take over
Cause if you don’t
The world will come to an end
And it won’t take long”
“We want to dedicate this next song to the great women that we know: to Ali, and Ann, and Morleigh, and Mariana [their wives], and our mothers, our daughters, the women on our crew, the women in the audience that we feel we know, those great women far away in circumstances we don’t know, women who stood up and sat down for their rights, who resisted and insisted and persisted…

YOU LIGHT THE WAY!”

– Bono, introducing “Ultra Violet (Light My Way)” in concert, Vancouver, Canada, May 2017

Post-production editing by John McAdie

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oC00a6VTVI
Who or what lit your way? Tell your story!

What’s YOUR story?
Who or what WINspires you?
Share #HERSTORY

https://padlet.com/admin2966/7w4pn7mhc6g3kmy
What are the iSchools? The iConference?

“The iSchools organization is a growing network of more than 120 Information Schools spanning six continents. Our members share a passion for the power of information to change lives and transform the future, and each brings their unique social and cultural perspectives to the table.”

https://ischools.org/resources/Documents/Member_Info_Resources/Coorporate%20Documents/iSchools-Flyer.pdf
iSchools in the UK

• University of Glasgow, Information Studies
• University College London, Dept. of Information Studies
• Manchester Metropolitan University, Information & Communications
• Northumbria University, Dept. of Computing & Information Sciences
• University of Oxford, The Oxford Digital Information Group
• Robert Gordon University, Dept. of Information Management
• University of Sheffield, The Information School

  • iSchools Past Chair and Executive Committee Member: Prof Gobinda Chowdhury
Why do we need a Women’s Coalition?

• “As this is such a special honor, I want to use the time I have to talk about the distinctive experience I’ve had as a woman of a particular generation, who set out to teach and do research in her discipline. The poet Muriel Rukeyser has said: “What would happen if one woman told the truth about her life? The world would split open.’”

-- Professor Emerita Marcia J. Bates (UCLA), Association for Information Science & Technology’s Award of Merit Acceptance Speech, 2005

• Story from a previous iConference
• Our personal experiences
What is the iSchools Women’s Coalition? Why do we need it?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zR3NmMEX4f0
https://ischools.org/Womens-Coalition/
(Ongoing) mentoring survey – some quotes

• “Dealing with sexual harassment. My first semester in graduate school I had problems with an instructor and it was more of a being treated like an inferior and isolating me from other faculty members.”

• “Society's restrictions on women come from all aspects, and if our discipline can do something about it, it will not only help women, but also encourage them to participate in all topics of the world.”

• “There's a very similar program in HCI which is for trans people, and I wonder if there's an opportunity to work across iSchools fields to better coordinate mentoring of critical talent from marginalized groups.”
Mentoring programme

• Starting September 2022
• “Four Squares” format
• 6 plenary meetings, monthly
• Four Square meetings, monthly
• What is mentoring?
• Who can mentor?
• Women as leaders at all stages
Open #WINspiration #HERSTORY discussion!
#PetsOfCILIPS #Thistle #Poppy
Resources

• “Ultraviolet’: Lavender & Grape Granita with Fizzy Grapes” from The U2 Conference 2021
• CILIPS - Feminism for Libraries and Librarians
• iSchools Women’s Coalition
• iSchools Mentoring Survey
• Prof Bates’ ASIS&T Award of Merit Acceptance Speech
• The U2 Conference

• Join the Women’s Coalition Email List for updates! Contact me at diane.pennington@strath.ac.uk and I’ll get you added!